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Summary. Let m be a natural number. Let / , y, and Q be real polynomials such that 
{deg/,degy} C {1,2}, degQ < mdeg/, g is not a square and / has imaginary roots, if it 
is not linear. Effective methods for the integration of Q/(fmy/g) are exhibited. 
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0. INTRODUCTION 
This note deals with the integration of functions S(x, y/g(x)), where 5 is a rational 
function of two variables and g is a polynomial of degree one or two. It is well-known 
that there is always a simple substitution that converts such an integration to the 
integration of a rational function. It is also well-known that this procedure sometimes 
leads to complications and in some textbooks (see, e.g., [1]) we can find various more 
effective methods. I believe, however, that there still is ample room for improvement. 
The purpose of this note is to find explicit formulas for primitives of functions P/y/g 
and Q/(fmy/g), where / , g, P, Q are real polynomials, m is a natural number, 
{deg/,degg} C {1,2}, g is not a square, degQ < m d e g / and / has imaginary 
roots, if it is not linear. Some of the results hold even for an / with two real roots. 
The corresponding procedures do not involve any imaginary numbers. 
The letter R denotes the real line. Our polynomials and rational functions have, by 
definition, real coefficients, unless something else is obvious from the context. Now 
suppose that a function 5(x, y/g(x)) is given, where S and g have the properties 
mentioned above. Let G = {x £ R; g(x) > 0} and let A be the set of all points 
x G G for which S(x, y/g(x)) is meaningful. It is easy to see that there is a finite 
set B such that S(x, \/g(x)) can be expressed on A \ B as S\(x) + S2(x)/y/g(x), 
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where S\ and 5 2 are rational functions. If we decompose 52 in the usual way, then 
our integration is reduced to the integration of S\ and of the previously mentioned 
functions P/y/g and Q/(fmy/g). 
If g is a multiple of/, then Q/(fmy/§) has an algebraic primitive; the same holds, 
obviously, for P/y/g, if g is linear. We will investigate these cases in Section 1. 
Sections 2 and 3 deal with functions P/y/g, where degg = 2, and Q/(fmy/g), where 
/ is any polynomial of degree 1 or 2 relatively prime to g. (We always suppose 
that g is not a square.) If P is constant, then P/y/g has a "purely transcendental" 
primitive; the same is true about Q/(fy/g), unless / is a square. This will be shown 
in Section 2. In Section 3 the general case will be "reduced" to these special cases. 
1. ALGEBRAIC INTEGRATION 
In this section, we will find primitives of functions P/y/g, where g is linear, and 
Q/(fmy/g), where g is divisible by / . Our primitives will be algebraic functions. 
The results in 1.6-1.8 are trivial and are listed only for the sake of completeness. 
I believe, however, that theorems 1.3 and 1.4 give a useful simplification of what can 
be found in textbooks. 
1.1 N o t a t i o n . For each polynomial p let Dp = (p')
2 — 2pp". 
1.2 R e m a r k . We will often apply without explanation the following assertions 
whose proof is left to the reader: 
If a, 6, c € R and p(x) = ax2 + bx + c (x € R), then Dp = b2 — Aac. 
If n is a natural number and deg p V deg q ^ n, then deg(p'q - pq') ^ 2n — 2. (We 
will need this only for n ^ 2.) 
Let p, q be polynomials. Then p'q = pq' if and only if p, q are linearly dependent. 
1.3 Theorem. Let deg A ^ deg/ = 1. Suppose that / , h are relatively prime. 
Set M = h'f — hf, g = fh, G = {x £ R; g(x) > 0}. Let j be a natural number and 
let Z be a polynomial such that, setting F(t) = tZ(t2), we have F'(t) = (h'-f't2)j-1 
(t € R)- (It is easy to see that such a Z exists.) Then M is a nonzero number and 
<» 7gr($H7))'°"°-
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P r o o f . Set Zx = (sgxif)(,/g/f)Z(h/f). Clearly Zx = y/h/fZ(h/f) = 
F(y/h/f) so that 
- M'~X I ft 
~ fi~x ' 2 V f t ' | / |/ ~2fi y/g 
This easily implies (1). 
,,лy'-ł i [7 ţ± 
2 V ń ' / 2 
M sgn / M* sgn / 
1.4 Theorem. Let deg/ = 2, Df £ 0. Set G = {x G R; /(a:) > 0}. Let j be a 
natural number and let F be a polynomial such that F'(t) = (t2 - 2/")'""1 (t G R). 
Then 
JM-И#У onC. 
P r o o f . We have ( F ( £ ) ) ' = ( £ - 2 / " ) ' - ' • - - £ } £ = & - • ̂  from 
which (2) follows at once. D 
1.5 R e m a r k . Now we are able to find primitives of functions mentioned at the 
beginning of this section. 
1.6 Functions P/y/g, where deg P = n and degg = 1 . 
n 
Let G = {x G R; g(x) > 0}. Find numbers ao , . . . a n such that P = ]T a ^ . 
; = o 
Then 
(3) ^"VTfe-y+r; onG* 
1.7 Functions Q/(fmy/g), where m is a natural number, d e g / = 1, degg ^ 2, 
Dg £ 0, £ is divisible by / and degQ < m. 
Let H = {x e R; (f(x))2g(x) > 0}. Find numbers 6lf . . . , bm such that Q = 
m 
!£ bjfm~*. There is an A such that deg A ^ 1 and # = /A. Using 1.3 find functions 
i = i 
7} with 2J = l/(fjy/g). Then 
(4) Q / ( / m V ^ ) = ( E ^ ; ) ' onH . 
S = 1 ' 
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1.8 Functions Q/if^y/H), where m is a natural number, deg/ = degg = 2, g is 
divisible by / and deg Q < 2m. 
Let G = {x 6 R; #(#) > 0}. We may suppose that / > 0 on G. Find numbers a,-, 
/% such that Q/(fmy/9) = £ ( < * j / ' + j % ) / / i + * . Using 1.4 find functions V- such 
that iy = l / / i + * . Then 
The easy proofs of (3), (4) and (5) are left to the reader. 
R e m a r k . If D/ < 0 and if / , g have a common root, then g is divisible by / 
and we may apply 1.8. 
1.9 E x a m p l e . Find a primitive of l/((x -f 1)3\/1 - x2) (\x\ < 1). We apply 
1.3 with f(x) = x+ 1, h(x) = 1 - x , j = 3. Then M = - 2 , (h'-f't2)2 = *4 + 2i2 + 1 
so that Z(t) = ±t2 + §< + 1 = (3<2 -f 10< + 15)/15 and, by (1), we have the primitive 
P2yi5-7+T-(3(rrr) + 1 0*n+ 1 5 ) 
i vTГ .c! 
15 (ar+1) 3 
(2x2 + 6 i + 7) ( | .т |< l ) . 
1.10 E x a m p l e . Find a primitive of x/(x2 -f x + l ) 5 / 2 (x E R). Set /(x) = 
x2 + x + 1, v(x) = x/(f(x)fl2. Clearly v = i ( / ' / ~ 6 / 2 - /~ 5 / 2)- To integrate /~ 5/ 2 
we apply 1.4 with j = 2. Since /" = 2 and D; = - 3 , we may choose F(t) = ^t3 -At 
and, by (2), the function 
v l x ) -
 2 » 2 * + l / ( 2 a ; + l ) 2 x 
fulfills V = /~ 5 / 2 . Thus we get the primitive | ( - | / ~ 3 / 2 - V) which means 
9 + (2z + l ) ( 8 . e 2 + 8 x + l l ) 2 8a;3 + 12a;2 + 15a; + 10 
27(/(x)) 3 ! 2 2 7 ' (.r2 + a ; + l ) 3 / 2 (* € K). 
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2. TRANSCENDENTAL INTEGRATION 
In this section we find primitives of functions l/y/g, where degg = 2 and Dg £ 0, 
and of functions Q/(fy/g)> where / , g and Q fulfill the usual assumptions and / , g are 
relatively prime. The first case is simple; one of the functions \/2/g" In \g' + y/2g"g\, 
yJ—2/g" arcsin (—g11\fi5g) is a primitive of 1/^/? on the set where g > 0. The 
second case is much more complicated. To see it let us assume that d e g / = 2 
and Dj < 0. If we try to integrate Q/(fy/g) using some of the substitutions that 
help us to get a rational function of the new variable, then in place of / we get a 
polynomial of degree 4 that should be decomposed. For this purpose we need first a 
decomposition of / into (imaginary) linear factors / i , fi and then a decomposition 
of the (imaginary) quadratic polynomials obtained in place of f\ and / i . Even if 
we have the patience to go through all this trouble, we may get an "unpractical" 
primitive. (There is, of course, no uniqueness in the representation of a function by, 
for example, inverse trigonometric functions—not to speak about the "integration 
constants.") At this occasion it is, perhaps, worth mentioning that we encounter 
such difficulties even if degg = 1. Let us try, for example, to integrate the function 
(x+ l ) / ( (x 2 — x + \)y/x) (x > 0). The substitution x = t2 leads to the integration of 
(2t2 + 2)/(t4 — t2 + 1). After we decompose the denominator, find partial fractions, 
integrate them and substitute t = y/x, we get the primitive 
2 ( arctan (2y/x + V§) + arctan (2y/x - V3) ) . 
However, it is easy to see that the function 2arctan((ar — l ) /v^) is also a primitive. 
The reader can verify that we get this simple function, if we apply 2.11 and (12). 
The main results of this section are Theorems 2.11 and 2.14. In 2.14 we get 
a primitive of l/(fy/g), if deg/ = 1. (The reason to write there £ instead of / is 
apparent from the proof of 2.13.) Formula (16) in 2.11 gives a primitive ofQ/(fy/g), 
if Df < 0. It should be noted, however, that (16) is applicable (and useful) also in 
other cases. To see it suppose that 1 ^ degg .$ deg / = 2, degQ ^ 1, Dg ^ 0 and 
that / and g are relatively prime. Before applying (16) we need a decomposition of 
the polynomial W = f'g — /</' (whose degree is at most 2) into linear factors; thus 
we must have Dw > 0. (Under our assumptions Dw £ 0.) Theorem 2.5 gives a 
simple expression for Dw- We see that Dw > 0, if Dj ^ 0; if Dj > 0, then Dw > 0 
if and only if g has an even number of roots between the roots of / . 
If Dj > 0, we may, of course, decompose Q/f into partial fractions and apply 
(twice) 2.14. It may happen, however, that / and g have integer coefficients, / has 
irrational roots while W has rational roots. Then we may decompose W into linear 
factors with integer coefficients and it is easier to apply 2.11 than to decompose Q/f 
and apply 2.14. 
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If Dj = 0, then the decomposition of W is somehow "automatic"; this case is 
covered by 2.13. 
Theorem 2.14 is, of course, applicable also in the case when d e g / = degg = 1. We 
get, however, a simpler result, if we apply the following assertion whose easy proof 
is left to the reader: 
Let d e g / < degg = 1. Set H = {x G R; (f(x))2g(x) > 0}, W = f'g - fg'. (Then 
W e R.) Let F be a function such that F'(t) = 2/(ft2 - W) for each t for which 
ft2 * W. Then ll{fy/g) = (F(y/g))' on tf. 
Before we go to the proofs of 2.11 and 2.14 we need some new notation and several 
auxiliary assertions. 
2.1 C o n v e n t i o n , n o t a t i o n . Throughout this section, / and g are linearly 
independent polynomials with d e g / V degg ^ 2. We set W = f'g — /</'. For any 
polynomials p, g let KPtq = 2p'g — pq'. 
R e m a r k . The reader might have expected the requirement that / , g be rela-
tively prime; this, of course, will be needed in 2.11 and 2.14. It is easy to see that 
relatively prime polynomials p, q with degp Vdegg > 0 are linearly independent. It 
may interest the reader that some of our results are valid even for / , g with a common 
root. However, our results are based on the decomposition of W into linear factors 
and for / , g linearly dependent we cannot get in this section anything "reasonable". 
2.2 Lemma. Let degp ^ 1, degg ^ 2. Let s = KPtq. Then degs ^ 1 and 
K8,q = pDq. If a, /?, a, b, c are numbers such thatp(x) = ax -f-/?, q(x) = ax
2 + bx + c, 
then 
(6) « • ( * ) = 
«, ß 




2c ( * € R ) . 
P V - PЧ", s" = p'q" — p'q" = 0 whence degs i$ 1. P r o o f . We have s' 
Further K9%q = 2(pV - pq")q - (2p'g - pq')q' = pD9. The proof of (6) is left to the 
reader. • 
2.3 Lemma. We have 
(7) W' = f"g-fg", УУ = / 9 - / 9 
and deg W ^ 2. We have deg W = 0 if and oniy if deg / V deg# ^ 1. IfA0, BQ, CQ, 
A, B, C are numbers such that f(x) = AQx
2 + BQx + CQ, g(x) = Ax




Ao, Bo, Co 
A, B, C 
(x Є R). 
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P r o o f . It is obvious that (7) holds and that deg W ^ 2. Since / , g are linearly 
independent, we have W' = 0 if and only if / " = g" = 0. The proof of (8) is left to 
the reader. • 
2.4 Lemma. Let y G {/,0}. Then 
(9) yW"^j/W' + j / 'W = 0. 
P r o o f . It follows from (7) that the left-hand side in (9) is the determinant 
with rows (y,y'iy")A9,9
,,g,% ( / , / '> / " ) • a 
2.5 Theorem. Let a, ft be complex numbers. Let 7 G R, f(x) = y(x — a)(x — /?) 
(z G R). Then Dw = (f"?9(<*)g(PY 
P r o o f . We may suppose that 7 = 1 (so that / " = 2). Let g(x) = Ax2 + Bx + C. 
Setting Ao = 1, B0 = - a - /?, C0 = «/? in (8) we get 
VV(z) = x2(B + A(a + /?)) + 2x(C - ,4a/?) - (C(a + /?) + Ba/J). 
It is easy to verify that 
(C - Aap)2 + (B + A(a + 0))(C(<* + /?) + Bap) = </(a)ejf(/?). 
• 
2.6 Lemma. We have Dw = 0 if and only if / , y are bofc/i linear or have a 
common root. If / , a, /? are as in 2.5, then Dw ^ 0 if and only ifg(a)g(/3) ^ 0. If, 
in particular, Dj < 0 or Dg < 0, then Dw > 0. 
(This follows easily from 2.5.) 
2.7 C o n v e n t i o n , n o t a t i o n . For the remainder of this section we suppose 
that Dw ^ 0. Further we suppose that <p, if) are linear functions such that W = (ftp. 
R e m a r k . The existence of <p,tl> follows from the assumption that Dw ^ 0. 
Since / , g are linearly independent, neither <p nor ^ is identically zero. 
2.8 Lemma. Let y G {/, </}. Then there is an a G R such that K^tV = a^ . 
P r o o f . Set K = A'„,y • Then K\l>' - K'V = (2^'j/ - y ^ ) ^ ' - ( ? Y - py" )^ = 
2 / 2 ^ ' - 2/VV> + y?V0 + y"<P*l> = 2/W" - 2/ W" + y " W = 0 by (9). It follows that K, 
V> are linearly dependent which proves our assertion. • 
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2.9 Proposition. Let a, 6, c, d be numbers such that K^^ = axp, K^j = 6^, 
K^%g = c<p, K^j = d<p (such numbers exist by 2.S). Then 
(10) <p2 = af-bg, tf=cf-dg, 
(11) ac=Dg, 6 r f=D/ . 
P r o o f . Clearly ati>f-btf>g = K^gf-K^jg = (2<p'g-<pg')f-(2<p'f-<pf')g = 
y>W = <^2^ whence af — bg = <p2. Setting p = <py q = </ in 2.2 we have s = axj), 
aap = aKij,tg = /f,ff = y?D^ whence ac — D9. The rest can be proved similarly. D 
2.10 Theorem. Let a, 6 G R, a / 0, >̂2 = a / - 6$. Let H = {x € R; 
(f(x))2g(x) > 0}. Let F be a function such that F'(t) = 2/(t2 + 6) for each t 6 R 
for which <2 + 6 ^ 0- Then 
(F(<p/y/g)y = H(fVg) onH. 
P r o o f . Since / , g are linearly independent, the numbers a, 6 are uniquely 
determined by <p2 = af — 6</. By 2.9 we have â > = K<pig. It is easy to see that 
F(<p/y/g) is differentiate on H and that its derivative is 
<p2/g + 6 £>/</ " (y?2 + bg)y/g ~ a / ^ "" / ^ 
D 
R e m a r k . If 6 > 0, we may choose F(t) = (2/^6) arctan (t/>/6) (t G R). Then 
(12) F(<p/Vg) = (2/\/6) arctan (<p/y/bj). 
Since arctan x = arcsin J\+£5 for each x G R, we have also 
(13) F(<P/V9) = (2/\/6) arcsin (<p/\/aJ). 
Now let 6 < 0. If we choose P(,) _ (l/^/f^J) In (|t - >/|6||/|« + v/lMl) (<2 ^ 6)> w^ 
have 
(14) F ( V /V5)
 = ( l / \ / H ) In ( |? - V - 7 | l k + \ / i % | ) -
Choosing F(t) = (1/v/f^ l n (|a|(. - v/H)2/l*2 + 6|), we get 
(15) ffa/V-0 * (1/v~) In ((y, - yj%)Vl/l) 
^ (2/v/H)i«(iv-
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2.11 Theorem. Let degg ^ d e g / = 2, Dg ^ 0, degQ ^ 1. Let f, g be relatively 
prime. Let <p, \\> be as in 2.7. Let b and d be numbers such that K^j = bip, 
Kip j = d<p. Then <p, tp are linearly independent. For z £ {b,d} find functions Fz 
such that F'z(t) = 2/(t
2 + z) for each t for which t2 + z £ 0. Find numbers a, /? 
such that aip + (3<p = Q and set H = {x £ R; (f(x))2g(x) > 0}, V^ = Fh(<p/y/g), 
Vo = Fd(j>/Jg). Then 
(16) Q/(fy/g) = (oVip-hpVtPy onH. 
P r o o f . There are numbers a, c such that (10) holds; by (11), ac -̂ 0. Since 
deg / = 2, we have deg W ^ 1. If y?, t/> were linearly dependent, then W would have a 
double root and, by 2.6, / and g would have a common root against our assumption. 
By 2.10 we have 17J = *l>l(fy/g)\ similarly V^ = <p/(fy/g) whence (16) follows at 
once. • 
R e m a r k . If Df / 0, we may find b and d as follows: Choose <p and xj) in 
such a way that ifif ^ 0. (One of the functions <p, \\> may be constant, but not 
both.) Then determine 6 by K^ j = btp' and d by bd = Dj. If <p(x) = yx + 5 and 
/(a?) = ,4;r2 + Sx + C, then, by (6), 
(17) brþ' = 
If Dy = 0 , we apply 2.13. 
7, Í 
2Л, ß 
2.12 R e m a r k 1. The reader may be interested in constructing examples of 
functions Q/(fy/g) (as in 2.11) whose integration "runs smoothly". In particular, 
we would like to have / and g with integer coefficients for which W has rational 
roots. It is easy to see that it would be somehow unpractical to start with / and 
g. We start rather with relatively prime / , <p with integer coefficients and (to get 
something interesting) Df ^ 0. Then we find integers a, b such that the polynomial 
g = (af — <p2)/b has integer coefficients and fulfills Dg ^ 0. For such / , g we have 
W = <pip with \\> = K^j/b. 
R e m a r k 2. The reader may compare 2.11 with the procedure described in [1] 
on pp. 74-76. On p. 28 in [2] this procedure is called the standard method. 
2.13 Theorem. Let degQ ^ deg£ = 1. Let t, g be relatively prime and let 
Dg ^ 0. Let QeR, t(6) = 0. Set H = {x G R; (t(x))
2g(x) > 0}, z = ~4(if,)2flf(^), 
<p = Ktg. Then <p, t are linearly independent. Find numbers a, ft such that at+(3<p = 
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Q. Find a function F such that F'(t) = 2/(t2 + z) for each teRfor which t2 + z^0. 
Then 
(18) Q/(t2V9) = (<*F(<p/Jg) - 2/Jy/g/tY on H. 
P r o o f . Set / = if2, V> = t. It is easy to see that W = <pi\>. Let a, 6, c, d be as 
in (10). Clearly c = 1, rf = 0. Since <p(g) = 2Vg(g), we have 4(fflf(^))2 = -bg(g) so 
that 6 = z. Now we apply 2.11 with Fb = F and Fd(0 = -2/t. D 
R e m a r k . Since c = 1, we have a = Dg. Using (13) and (15) we see that in 
(18) we may take for F(<p/y/g) one of the functions 
(19) jn7^ a r c s , n i i iv^ ' 
(20) —L= J^-mV^l 
WlVhTo) W 
where ((g) = 0 . (If # ^ 0 and ff(^) < 0, then, clearly, £>a > 0.) 
2.14 Theorem . Let t, g, H, <p, F be as in 2.13. Then 
(21) l/(ty/g) = (F(<p/Jg))' on H. 
P r o o f . Taking Q = l in 2.13 we get a = l,/? = 0 and (18) becomes (21). • 
2.15 E x a m p l e . Find a primitive of 
x 
(x2 - 3x + 3)V2x2 - x + 4 
By (8) (the meaning of / and g being obvious) 
(x Є R). 
w(x) = 
1, -2x, X 2 
1, -з, 3 
2, - 1 , 4 
= 5x2 — 4x — 9 = <p(aľ)V>(2ľ), 
where y>(x) = 5x — 9, t^(x) = x + 1. By (17) and (11) we have 6 = = 3, 
5, - 9 
2, - 3 
d = D//6 = - 1 . By (12) and (15) we may choose V^ = (2/\/3) arctan (<p/y/5g), 
V^ = In ((^-y/g) / / ) . Since a: = ^(9V , (-T) + ^(-P)) , we have the primitive j^(9Vlfi + 
V^) which means 
1 (Ov^arctan , 5 * ~ 9 + In (* + 1 - V ^ * T 4 ) 2 ) {x£R)_ 
14V x / 3 ( 2 x
2 - x + 4) x 2 - 3 x + 3 / v ' 
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2.16 E x a m p l e . Find a primitive of l/((x2 - 5a: + l)\/-x2 + Ax - 1). (The 
meaning of / and g is again obvious.) Set G = {a; G R; p(x) > 0}. It is easy to see 
that G = (2 - \/3,2 + \/3). If * G G, then x > 0 and x2 < 4x - 1 < 5x - 1 whence 
f(x) / 0. Thus our expression is meaningful on G. By (8) we have 
1, -2x, X 2 
1, - 5 , 1 
- 1 , 4, - 1 
W(x) = ,  - - . Ч U ^ þ ) , 
where <p(x) = — x + 1, ^(x) = * + 1. By (17) we have 6 = 
d = D//3 = 7. Since 1 = (9? + ^)/2, we have the primitive 
- 1 , 1 
2, - 5 
= 3; thus 
1 1 - x 1 1+x , 
-7= arctan . y + —-= arctan t (x G G). 
>/3 \ / 3 ( - x 2 + 4 x - l ) \/7 v/7(-x2 + 4 x - l ) V ' 
R e m a r k . Here / has real roots so that we may decompose / and use 2.14 and 
(19). In this way we get the primitive 
/ 5 - V 2 T . 8 + 2v /2T-z(l + \/2T) 
\ 7Z—arcsm—: .— —v -
V 42 (5 + \/2T-2x)\/3 
I5 + V21 . 8 - 2 \ / 2 T + x ( - l + \/2T) 
— \/ — r r — arcsin y—v ,-—-. 
V 42 ( 2 x - 5 + v/2T)V3 
The computation is left to the reader. 
2.17 R e m a r k . Our next goal is Theorem 2.21 which is less effective than 2.11. 
The only reason to state (and prove) it is that it corrects an assertion appearing on 
pages 29 and 30 in Hardy's book [2]. 
2.18 N o t a t i o n . For any polynomials p, q let DPA = p'q' —p"q —pq". (Clearly 
DP,P = -V) 
2.19 Lemma. Let degpVdegg 1$ 2. Then Dp%q is constant. 
Proof . D'pq = p"q' + p'q" - p"q' - p'q" = 0. • 
2.20 Lemma. Let p, q be polynomials and let a, 6 G R. Then 
Dap-bq = a
2Dp - 2abDPtq + b
2Dq. 
(The easy proof is left to the reader.) 
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2.21 Theorem. Let degg ^ deg/ = 2, / > 0 on,R, Dg ^ 0, degQ ^ 1. Define 
• ( 0 = t2Df - 2<D;^ + Dg (t e R). Then D* > 0. Let m\, m2 be the roots of®, 
m\ > m2. Then m\ > 0 and t/iere are i/near functions n , r2 sucA tiiat r
2 = m\f — g, 
r\ = —m2/ + a and 
(22) r,r2V
/|Ď7l = -W. 
Let Fx, F2 be functions such that F{(t) = l/>/mi - <
2 (<2 < mi), ^ 2 ( 0 = 
1/V<2 - m2 (t
2 > m2). There are a,/?eR such that 
(23) ar 2 + /?n = Q. 
Set // = {x 6 R; </(*)(Iv(a:))2 > 0}. Then 
(24) Q l ( / v ^ - = ( 2 / V ^ ) ( a ( 8 g n r O F 1 ( v ^ + / 3 ( 8 g n r a ) F a ( v ^ 7 7 ) ) ' on//. 
P r o o f . Let VV, >̂, \l> be as before. Let a, 6, c, d be numbers such that <p2 = 
a/ — 6a, \j>2 = cf — dg (see 2.9). Since bd = Df < 0, we may assume that 6 > 
0 > d. Then <p2/b = (a/6)/ - g, tf>2/\d\ = (c/\d\)f + g, (a/6 - c/d)f = <p2/b + 
V>2/|d| > 0; hence a/6 > c/d. By 2.20 we have a2Df - 2a6D,^ + b
2Dg = IV = 
0. Hence 4>(a/6) = 0; similarly $(c/d) = 0. It follows that mi = a/6, m2 = 
c/d. Set n = <p/y/b, r2 = ~Wy/W\-
 T h e n (22) holds. As in the proof of 2.11 
we find that n , r2 are linearly independent which shows the existence of numbers 
a, /? fulfilling (23). Clearly m2 < g/f < rn\ on H so that the functions Sj = 
(2(sgprj)/y/\Dj\)Fj(y/g/J) a r e differentiable on H. We have 
<-,, 2 sgnr! 1 // -W _ |n |r 2 _ r2 
1 " VTDTl ' y/mi-9/f ' 2 V * ' P \n\fy/9 " A/*' 
, _ 2 sgnr2 1_ // -W _ |r2[n _ n 
2 " \/P/l' y/g/f-m ' 2 V 0 " /2 MA/£ " A/fr 
from which (24) follows at once. • 
R e m a r k 1. It may happen that the set G = {x 6 R; g(x) > 0} contains one or 
two roots of n , r2 (i.e. of W); in this case formula (24) gives a primitive of Q/(fy/g) 
only "piecewise". To get a primitive on G we need to choose Fi and F2 in such a 
way that we get a function continuously extendable to the whole of G. 
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R e m a r k 2. The relation (24) is a corrected version of the formula appearing 
on lines 2 and 3 on p. 30 in [2]. We get that formula, if we drop the factors sgn rj in 
(24) and change the notation. Hardy's explanation on page 29 is not clear. He does 
not even say on what set the formula should hold, which creates the impression that 
it is valid on G; the formula, however, is meaningless at the roots of W. I would 
like to illustrate the matter on an example. Let us try to find a primitive of the 
function v(x) = l/((x2 + l ) v x 2 + 2) (x G R). Applying the mentioned formula we 
get something like 7arcsin \/(x2 + 2)/(2ar2 + 2), where 7 is a nonzero constant. It is 
obvious that this function is continuous on R; it is, perhaps, a little less obvious that 
it is not differentiate at 0. (It is clear, however, that a primitive of v cannot be an 
even function.) Applying 2.21 we get easily $(t) = — A(t — \)(t — 2), hence mi = 2, 
m2 = 1, and we may choose F\(t) = arcsin (t/y/2), r\(x) = —x, r2(x) = 1, a = 1, 
p = 0. Set 
V(x) = -(sgn x) arcsin s/(x2 + 2)/(2x2 + 2) (x £ R). 
Then V = (sgnr1)F1(v
/0/7) a«d> by (24), V = v on H = R \ {0}. It is obvious 
that V is discontinuous at 0. Choosing appropriate "integration constants" we get the 
function T(x) = (sgn x) arccos \/(x2 + 2)/(2x2 + 2) for which T = v on R. (From 
2.11 and (12) we get the primitive arctan (x/y/x2 + 2).) 
Hardy arrived to the mentioned (incorrect) formula using the substitution t = 
\/f/g, which he calls Sir G. GreenhuTs substitution, and comments: "This method 
is very elegant On the other hand it is somewhat artificial, and it is open to 
the logical objection that it introduces the root y/Jy which, in virtue of Laplace's 
principle, cannot be involved in the final result." Let us note at this occasion that 
y/J does not appear in 2.11. 
3. GENERAL CASE 
Now it remains to find primitives of functions P/y/g, where deg g = 2 and deg P > 
0, and of functions Q/(fm\/g), where m > 1, degQ < m d e g / and / , g are relatively 
prime. We will see that the first case is not difficult; the second is similar if deg / = 1. 
If deg / = 2 then the procedure is more complicated. 
In this section we will actually get the algebraic part (which is always nontrivial) 
of the primitive. With the help of 2.11 or 2.14 we can then get the transcendental 
part. 
3.1 Functions P/x/g, where degp = 2 and degP = n > 0. Set G = {x £ R; 
g(x) > 0}. Choose a polynomial / of degree 1 (for example the identity mapping), 
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find numbers a,, a, /?, 7 with P = £ ajfn~J, 0 = a / 2 + /?/ + 7, set 6-1 = 60 = 0 
i=o 
and determine numbers 61, . . . , bn and c by 
a 6 i + 1 ( n - i ) + / ? 6 i ( n ^ i + i ) + 7 6 i - i ( n - i + l) = a i / / ' (j = 0 , . . . ,n - 1), 
c + / / ( ^ 6 n + 7 6 n . 1 ) = afl. 
(This is possible, because a ^ 0.) Then 
(25) P/y/9 = (VffEftiГ- + c/V9 on G. 
3.2 Functions Q/(fk+ly/g), wheire deg/ = 1, deg# G {1,2}, 0 is not divisible by 
/, k is a natural number and degQ ^ k. Set // = {a: E R; (/(ar))2flf(ar) > 0}. Find 
k 
numbers aj, a, /?, 7 with Q = J2 a i / J > 0 = a / 2 + 0/ + 7» s e t ' - 2 = 6_i = 0 and 
i=o 
determine numbers 60, ..., bk~\ and c by 
T*#(*-i) + i»*i-i(*-i +1) + «*i-a(*-i +1) = -«;//' (i = o,...,*-i),, 
c - / , ( i / ? 6 i b . 1 + a 6 ^ 2 ) = aJb. 
(This is possible, because 7^-0.) Then 
* - i 
(26) Q/(fk^y/g) = (v^E 6 i^"*)' + c/(/v^) on H. 
i=o 
R e m a r k 1. If t = 1, we may apply 2.13 instead of 3.2. 
R e m a r k 2. Formulas (25) and (26) can be verified by a mechanical computa­
tion which is left to the reader. 
3.3 E x a m p l e . Find a primitive of (x2 + x + 4)/ (x3y/x2 + x + 1) (x jL 0). 
We apply 3.2 with f(x) = x etc. We have fc = 2, a = /? = 7 = 1 and the equations 
260 = - a 0 = - 4 , 61 + §60 = -ai = - 1 , c - ~6i - 60 = a2 = 1. We get 60 = - 2 , 
6x = 2, c = 0 and the primitive (2(x - \)/x2)y/x2 + x + \ (x / 0). 
3.4 Theorem. Let f, g be relatively prime polynomials, Df ^ 0, degg •$ deg/ = 
2. Set H = {x £ R; (f(x))2g(x) > 0}. Let 7, tf be polynomials such thatyf-6g = 1. 
.Let ib be a natural number and let Q be a polynomial with degQ ^ 2k + 1. Let v 
be a number such that f(v) = 0. (Then f(v) ^ 0.) Define polynomials Qj (j = k, 
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k - 1, . . . , 1, 0) as follows: Set Qk = Q. If 1 ^ j ^ k and if Qj is given, find 
polynomials Zj} fi. SUCD that Qj6 = Zjf + Bj and deg B, ^ 1, set Ej = Bj(v)/f(v)} 
Aj = QiT *~ Zjg and define 
(27) Q ^ , = ^ - p i / " ) - 1 ( V + Ej((2j - 2)/"* + \Ks,,gj) 
(see 2A). Then 
(28) Ajf^Qj + Bjg for j = * , . . . , 1, 
d e gQj * J ( d e g Q i + 1 - 2 ) V 2 fori = * - l , . . . , l , 
d e g Qj ^ 2i + 1 for i = ife,..., 0 fin particular deg QQ ^ I) 
and 
(29) r+wi ~ \2Fh~1fr~) 7vl 
P r o o f . Set Mj = 2B'j - Ejf (j = k,..., 1). We will show that 
(30) Q _(>/* - f M.V Q, 
1 ' /*+1V^ W't^if'J fj+1V9 
for j = k, ..., 0. The relation (30) is trivially correct, if j = ife. Now suppose that 
1 < j ^ * and that (30) holds. Set C = Mj/(2jf"), V = Mjf/(2f") + Ejf. Clearly 
Ajf - Bjg - Qjjf - Zjfg - Bjg = Qjjf - Qj6g = Qj; this proves (28). Since 
V(v) = Ejf(v) = Bj(v) and V = (Mj/ ' + Mjf")/(2f") + Ejf = -\Ejf + B'j -
\Ejf + Ejf = B'j, we have 
(31) jCf + Ejf=V = Bj. 
Further we have 
Ejg + C'g + \Cg' 
= (2jf")-1(2jf"Ejg + M'jg + \Mj9') • 
= (2jf")-1(2jEjf"g - Ejf"g + \(2B'j - Ejf)g') 
= (2jf")-\(2j - 2)f"gEj + B'j9' + \EjKr<g) 
so that 
(32) Qj-x = Aj- Ejg - C'g - \Cg'. 
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Clearly {Cy/g/f')' + Qj-x/(fs/g) = S/(f+
l
y/g), where, by (32), (31), and (28), 
S = C'gf+\Cg'f-jCgf+Qi^f = f(Aj -Ej9)-jCgf = Asf-g(jCf + Ejf) = 
Ajf — Bjg = Qi. It follows that we may replace j by j - 1 in (30). 
From (28) we see that deg .4, < (degQ , V 3 ) - 2 = (deg Q,--2) VI. By (27) we have 
deg Qi-x < deg A, V 2 ^ (deg Q, - 2) V 2. Since Q0 = .4. - ( 2 / " )
_ I ( - , i » ' + £/->',*), 
we have deg Qo $C 1. This completes the proof. D 
R e m a r k 1. It may be easier to find Aj from (28) than from the relation Ai = 
Qit - zi9. 
R e m a r k 2. Theorem 3.4 is complicated; it should be noted, however, that the 
corresponding steps are easy even if jb is large. (Nothing more difficult than "long 
division" by / is involved.) It is possible to formulate simpler theorems that lead in 
a similar way to a primitive of Q/(fk+ly/g) but use more difficult procedures. For 
example, we see that under the mentioned assumptions there is a polynomial T with 
degT < 2* and a linear function / such that Q/(fk+x^/g) = (T^g/fk)' + l/(fy/g). 
We may find T and / using the method of unknown coefficients; to get them we must, 
of course, solve a system of 2k + 2 equations. 
3.5 E x a m p l e . Find a primitive of 
x5 
(«€R) . (x2 - x + l)3vt2.c2 - x + 1 
Let us denote by x the identity mapping. To apply 3.4 set / = x2 — x + 1, k = 2 
etc. We find easily that (2x + l)(x2 - x + 1) = x(2x2 - x + 1) + 1. Thus we 
may choose y = 2x + 1, 6 = x. Clearly Q6 = x6. A "long division" yields xe = 
(x4 + x3-x-l)(x2-x+l) + l;thusB2 = l- Since v= \, we have f(v) = §, E2 = f. 
From (28) and (6) we get A2 = (Q2 + g)/f = x
3 + x2 + 1, 
By (27), Qi = J 4 2 - i . i . ( 4 < / + x + f ) =~ (6x
3 -2x 2 +3x+±) /6 . Another "longdivision" 
yields 6x4 - 2x3 + 3x2 + x/2 = (6x2 + 4x + \)(x^ - x + 1) - (5x + 2)/2; hence Bx = 
- ( 5 x + 2)/12, Bi(v) = - 3 / 8 , Ex = M / 2 . Since Qx + Big = ( 2 x
3 - 3 x 2 + 3 x - 1)/12 
and (2x3 - 3x2 + 3x - l ) / (x 2 - x + \) = 2x - l , we have by (28) AY = (2x - 1)/12 
and from (27) we obtain 
g0-12(2x i )-5^_.-_ (4 ;c_1)_____j = _ j r . 
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Setting Mj = 2B'j - Ejf (j = 1, 2) we get £ M / O P ) = -§(2 .- - l ) / p + 
± ( 3 * - 4 ) / / a n d , by (29), 
Q/{fy/9) = (V?(3*3 - 7*2 + 3* - 2)/(12/2))' + I7x/(24fy/g). 
Now we must integrate x/(fy/g). By (8) we have 
W = 
1, -2x, x2 
1, - 1 , 1 
2, - 1 , 1 
= x2 - 2x. 
Set ^ = x - 2, ^ = x. To apply 2.10 we get (see (17)) 6 = 1, - 2 
2, - 1 
= 3 so that 
((2/\/3) arctan ((* - 2)/y/Sg))' = x/(f^/g). Thus we obtain the primitive 
17 -^E^(^-7x2 + Zx-2)+—r 12(x2 - ar + l ) 2 ' i2\/5 arctan 
x-2 
yj3(2x2 - x + 1)' 
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